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Adding energy storage to a new or existing utility-scale 
solar installation with a Dynapower DC-DC converter can 
increase PV energy production through clipping recapture 
and low voltage harvest. Further adding to your bottom 
line, DC-coupled solar plus storage has a higher efficiency 
than AC-coupled storage and is eligible for valuable tax 
incentives for installation owners. 

To learn more about how Dynapower’s patent-pending 
line of DC-DC converters can increase project revenues 
and lower the installation costs of utility-scale solar plus 
storage, please visit our website to download the 
white paper. 

To speak with a sales engineer today about modeling 
your project for energy storage, please call 

1.877.215.0487.
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20  Power Engineering  
  Software for Large-Scale  
  Solar Applications

As PV systems get larger, AHJs are more likely to 
require power engineering reports that are unfamiliar 
to some solar professionals but well known to tradi-
tional power engineers. We take an in-depth look at 
the types of electrical design calculations and reports 
that utilities and other AHJs require in large-scale PV 
plant applications, and the power engineering software 
that supports these calculations. Note that a licensed 
professional engineer must supervise these types of 
calculations to ensure accuracy and compliance with 
applicable codes, standards and any local conditions 
or special circumstances.
BY BILL REAUGH

30  In-House versus Outsourced  
  Engineering Services

The US solar market is far from monolithic, and this 
diversity calls for diverse business models. Given this 
situation, it is no surprise that solar companies take 
different approaches to engineering services. For this 
article, we reached out to engineering service provid-
ers, small and large, as well as some solar installation 
companies, to better understand the pros and cons of 
outsourcing engineering services versus developing 
these capacities in-house. 
BY DAVID BREARLEY 

42  Solar Rooftop Racking and  
  Mounting Directory

The solar rooftop racking and mounting product 
class has seen an influx of new entrants, products 
and design advancements in recent years. Today, 
solar engineers and designers have access to a wide 
range of highly-engineered racking and mounting 
systems for applications on pitched and low-slope 
roofs. This directory presents solar racking and 
mounting vendors, product lines and contact 
information for 38 manufacturers of racking and 
mounting systems for US installations.
BY SOLARPRO
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the Wire Industry Currents

Fronius Launches 
commerciaL 
rooFtop soLution 
[Portage, IN]   Designed for NEC 2014 and 2017 
compliance, Fronius’ Rooftop Solution com-
bines its 24 kWac Symo 24.0 string inverter, 
MC4 Connector option and Fronius Shade 
Cover. The lightweight Symo 24.0 inverter 
allows for mounting at any angle from verti-
cal to flat (90°–0°). The Fronius Shade Cover 
reduces the inverter’s operating temperature 
in exposed commercial rooftop environments. 
The preinstalled MC4 Connector option for 
the Fronius Symo 24.0 streamlines installa-
tions by eliminating the need for installers to 
field-terminate conductors at the inverter  
and by using open-air conductors and con-
ductor management.

Fronius USA / 219.734.5500 / fronius-usa.com

ABB Introduces Compact 
Single-Phase Inverters
[Phoenix]   ABB has launched its line of single-phase  
UNO-DM-PLUS-US inverters for residential US installations. 
The product line is available in five power ratings, from  
3.3 kW to 6.0 kW for 208 Vac and 240 Vac service types. 
The UNO-DM-PLUS-US series is Rule 21 Phase 2/UL 1741 
SA compliant and SunSpec Certified. The line is compatible 
with ABB’s string-level rapid-shutdown solution, the ABB 
RSD 2.0, which is available with single and dual channels. 
The UNO-DM-PLUS-US inverters integrate embedded 

connectivity and 
efficient communi-
cations that enable 
easy integration 
within any current 
and future smart-
building automation devices, smart grids, and third-party 
monitoring and control systems.  

ABB / 800.435.7365 / abb.com/solar

Eguana Announces Evolve 
Energy Storage System 
[Calgary, AB]   Eguana developed its Evolve energy storage 
system for residential-scale solar self-consumption and 
backup-power applications. The Evolve product integrates 
LG Chem lithium-ion battery modules and offers modular 
storage capacity options with ac ratings from 12 kWh to  
36 kWh. The system utilizes an ac-coupling topology and 
is compatible with all common string and microinverter 
platforms, making it a drop-in solution for adding energy 
storage to most existing residential PV systems. The Evolve 
product is UL 1741 SA and UL 9540 compliant, and inte-
grates with 120/240 Vac services. Its 5,000 W power rating 
will support PV array capacities of up to 5 kW per unit.

Eguana Technologies / 403.508.7177 / eguanatech.com

http://www.abb.com/solar
http://www.fronius-usa.com
http://www.eguanatech.com
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soLaredge expands hd 
Wave inverter Lineup
[Fremont, CA]   SolarEdge 
has added the 10 kWac–
rated SE10000H single-
phase inverter to its HD 
Wave product family. The 
HD Wave inverter series 
now includes six models 
with rated ac outputs that 
range from 3 kWac to 10 
kWac. The new SE10000H 
model is extremely com-
pact (21.3 by 14.6 by 7.3 
inches) and lightweight 
(38.8 pounds, including the 
safety switch). All of the HD 
Wave inverter models are UL 1741 SA  
compliant. The inverters integrate with SolarEdge’s 
module-level Power Optimizer platform, which provides 
automatic rapid shutdown upon ac grid disconnect 
from the system and meets  NEC 2014 and NEC 2017 
690.12 rapid-shutdown requirements. 

SolarEdge / 510.498.3200 / solaredge.com

[Youngstown, OH]    Solar FlexRack, a divi-
sion of Northern States Metals, now offers an 
integrated Self Powered Solution for its TDP 
Solar Trackers. The Self Powered system uses 
an integrated lithium iron phosphate battery, a 
30 W PV module, a dc charger and a dc motor 
for tracker actuation, which enables indepen-
dent row operation. The Self Powered Solution’s 
design incorporates one controller, battery and 
dc motor per module row. Self-powered designs 
reduce trenching and cable costs by eliminat-
ing the ac circuits otherwise needed to provide 
power to tracker motors and controls. Solar 
FlexRack’s Self Powered TDP Solar Trackers 
use Zigbee wireless communications to further 
reduce installation costs by eliminating hard-
wired networking in fielded tracker systems.

Solar FlexRack / 888.380.8138 / solarflexrack.com

Solar FlexRack Announces 
Self-Powered Tracker 

Quick Mount PV Introduces 
QRail Racking System 
[Walnut Creek, CA]   Quick Mount PV continues to expand its 
offerings with the addition of the QRail racking system to its product 
lineup. Designed for pitched rooftops, the rail-based system com-
bines with Quick Mount’s elevated waterproof mounts. The QRail’s 
QClick technology enables module clamps to click easily into the 
rail channel and remain in an upright position, ready to accept the 
module. QRail’s QSplice is a tool-free, electrically bonded, fully 
structural splice that installs in seconds. The aluminum QRails come 
in three sizes, heavy, standard and light, to match all geographic 

locations. QRails are available in 
168-inch and 208-inch lengths, 

and in both mill and black 
finish. Electrical bonding is 
fully integrated into each 
system component. All 
electrical bonds are cre-
ated when the compo-
nents are installed and 

tightened down. QRail is 
code compliant, certified 

to UL 2703 and backed by a 
25-year warranty.

 Quick Mount PV / 925.478.8269 / quickmountpv.com

http://www.quickmountpv.com
http://www.solarflexrack.com
http://www.solaredge.com
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PV is a constantly evolv-
ing global industry. 
Equipment, tools and 

vendors are continuously entering 
or exiting the market. Codes change. 
Weather fluctuates. Tariffs are 
imposed. In spite of these challenges, 
the costs to build and operate PV 
assets have generally been shrinking 
relentlessly. To keep pace with this 
market and mitigate risks without 
cutting corners, stakeholders need to 
have regular and robust O&M prac-
tices in place at the portfolio level. 

In this article, we provide insight 
into maintaining a healthy portfolio of 
assets by identifying and remediating 
performance problems on the dc side 
of the PV system. We base the lessons 
learned, case studies and recommen-
dations on observed data from a fleet 
of several hundred PV assets, ranging 
in capacity from 200 kW to 300 MW, 
deployed in different climates and 
across the continental US. 

Analytics Platform 
The adage that “you can’t manage 
what you can’t measure” holds true 
for solar assets. To understand asset 
health, you need an analytics platform 
that leverages multiple data streams 
and sources—such as performance 
models, remote site data, satellite 
irradiance, preventative and correc-
tive maintenance logs, and financial 
metrics—so that you can analyze indi-
vidual assets, specific asset groups or 
the collective fleet. 

This analytics platform is the foun-
dation of any effort to understand 
asset health and identify underper-
forming assets. An increasing num-
ber of vendors offer case-by-case or 
fleet-level analytic services. While it 
is beyond the scope of this article to 
elaborate on the process of creating 

or evaluating an analytics platform, 
the International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) has published a 
suite of technical standards that relate 
to PV system performance monitor-
ing (IEC 61724-1), capacity evaluation 
(IEC 61724-2), and energy evalua- 
tion (IEC 61724-3). 

Consider key performance indica-
tors across the entire fleet. The benefit 
of a robust analytics platform is that 
it allows stakeholders to track and 
compare key performance 
indicators (KPIs) over time, 
looking for trends and outli-
ers. While many metrics and 
methods are useful for moni-
toring asset health, stakehold-
ers can learn a lot simply by 
monitoring a handful of KPIs, 
such as baseline performance 
index (BPI), performance 
index (PI), weather-corrected 
performance ratio, yield and avail-
ability. When used together, these 
five KPIs provide powerful insights 
regarding underperforming asset 
identification. (See “PV System Energy 
Test Evaluations,” SolarPro, October/
November 2014.)

Baseline performance index. BPI 
is a basic metric that evaluates the 
measured plant output in relation to 
its predicted output (BPI = measured 
output ÷ predicted output). While this 
analysis is useful for understanding 
asset performance relative to a finan-
cial model, it is less useful for O&M 
purposes since it does not consider 
actual weather conditions. A site with 
10% of its capacity offline could have 
a BPI of 100% because the weather is 
10% sunnier than average. 

Performance index. PI evaluates 
asset health by comparing the mea-
sured output to the expected output 
(PI = measured output ÷ expected  

output). Using the expected output 
rather than the predicted output cor-
rects for weather. In the aforemen-
tioned scenario, a site with 10% of 
its capacity offline would show a PI 
of 90%, which would flag the site for 
investigation. The accuracy of the PI 
value is closely tied to the accuracy 
of the underlying performance model 
and the weather data used by the 
model. Even high-quality weather 
data can hold several percentage 

points of uncertainty. The more dis-
tributed a fleet and the smaller the 
individual projects, the more challeng-
ing it becomes to obtain clean irradi-
ance data with minimal uncertainty. 
Regardless of this uncertainty, PI pro-
vides valuable information about  
asset health.

Weather-corrected performance 
ratio. This performance indicator 
compares a plant’s actual energy 
production to its theoretical energy-
generating potential and describes 
how efficient a PV power plant is in 
converting sunlight incident on the 
PV array into ac energy delivered 
to the utility grid. While you can 
use performance ratio (PR) values 
to compare PV power plants in dif-
ferent locations, it is important to 
correct these results for weather 
bias. The authors of the NREL tech-
nical report “Weather-Corrected 
Performance Ratio” define a way 

QA Quality Assurance

Identifying and Addressing Underperforming 
Solar Assets

An analytics platform that leverages  
multiple data streams and sources is the 
foundation of any effort to understand  
asset health. 
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to modify PR calculations to help 
reduce weather bias.

Yield. Specific yield evaluates PV 
plant performance by comparing its 
total annual energy output to its name-
plate capacity rating (yield = kWhac ÷ 
kWpdc). This metric is useful for making 
a levelized comparison or peer-to-peer 
evaluation of PV assets, as it allows 
stakeholders to flag underperform-
ing assets without needing to account 
for weather. It is especially powerful 
in sites with many generation blocks 
because you can compare the perfor-
mance of each block side by side and 
look for outliers. At sites with multiple 
array orientations, you can normalize 
yield to account for different azimuth 
or tilt angles. 

Availability. This metric is important 
because it characterizes the percent-
age of time that a PV power system 
is generating energy. As detailed in 
the Sandia report “A Best Practice for 
Developing Availability Guarantee 
Language on Photovoltaic (PV) O&M 
Agreements,” there are many ways to 
calculate availability. To identify under-
performing assets, we recommend 

calculating and comparing the raw 
component availability, which quanti-
fies the percent of time that an inverter 
generates energy during daylight hours 
without any exclusions. Contractually 
focused availability metrics often 
exclude periods of downtime and there-
fore provide less useful detail for under-
standing plant performance.  

Preventative Maintenance
While desktop analytics are a crucial 
tool for identifying underperforming 
assets, KPIs are ultimately limited in 
resolution. The fog of uncertainty is 
always present. This is why periodic 
preventative maintenance (PM) is a 
core component of an O&M program. 

One approach to PM is to use highly 
trained PV professionals who can cut 
through the fog to unveil a wealth 
of information. The benefit of this 
approach is that it can identify subtle 
module-level defects, reveal systemic 
issues that may be undetectable via 
IR imaging, confirm warranty failures 
with IV measurements, and identify 
any safety issues that may exist with 
wiring and other aspects of the array. In 

many cases, it may be difficult to find 
qualified professionals to inspect all the 
fielded PV assets in a large fleet. While 
less highly trained professionals are 
more readily available and can conduct 
inspections at lower costs, the quality 
of these inspections can be lower. If you 
take this approach, you run the risk of 
overlooking subtle yet critical perfor-
mance issues.

While there is no substitute 
for in-field investigations, relying 
exclusively on boots-on-the-ground 
inspections is an expensive and labor-
intensive PM solution. If you have 
hundreds of assets distributed over 
thousands of square miles, your PM 
program would need to employ doz-
ens of vendors and manage myriad 
contractual obligations to inspect 
every asset. It is also difficult to stan-
dardize inspection techniques and 
report data using this approach. 

Standardize PM activities across 
your fleet. Aerial thermography in 
tandem with aerial visual inspections 
addresses many of the issues associ-
ated with traditional approaches to 
PM. With a few exceptions due to 
restricted airspace, asset manag-
ers can scan an entire fleet with one 
unified process. The resulting data 
integrates smoothly with analytics 
platforms. These data streams are 
extremely valuable as they provide a 
mountain of data that are easily mined 
for insights into asset performance. 

The histogram in Figure 1, for 
example, shows the percentage of 
modules presenting faults for more 
than 200 PV assets based on aerial 
inspection results. Although there is 
some spread to the distribution of 
results, the bin with the lowest fault 
rate contains the highest number of 
sites. There are also two notable outli-
ers in these results, which we flagged 
for further analysis. While it is theo-
retically possible to obtain these same 
data using traditional boots-on-the-
ground inspections, doing so would be 
time intensive and costly. 

% faults by site (inverter and combiner faults excluded)

Outliers

Increasing

Figure 1  After conducting aerial inspections across the entire fleet, we are able to 
compare the percentage of faults by site, look for outliers, and prioritize on-site cor-
rective maintenance activities.
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Drilling down into thermal scan 
details, we can not only identify sub-
module issues but also differentiate 
between a faulty diode versus failure 
in a cell string. These results are use-
ful for identifying and remediating 
performance issues and also reduce 

safety risks by identifying dangerously 
hot modules that would otherwise go 
unnoticed. Zooming out from indi-
vidual components, we can review data 
across the fleet and look for trends. As 
an example, fleet-level thermal scan 
results show that performance impacts 

due to hard shading—often associ-
ated with foreign objects on top of PV 
modules—are higher at elementary 
schools than at middle or high schools, 
suggesting that younger children are 
more likely to throw objects onto solar 
canopies, causing hot spots. The ability 
to quantify subtle impacts like these 
improves performance models and the 
accuracy of risk assessments early in 
the project development cycle.

Corrective Maintenance 
A distribution such as the one in 
Figure 1 (p. 13) clearly identifies 
underperforming sites relative to  
the fleet population. You can use 
these results to both flag sites with 
performance issues and prioritize 
remediation efforts. By ranking KPIs 
across the portfolio, for example, you 
can create an initial remediation pri-
ority list, which you can refine to opti-
mize your corrective maintenance 
(CM) efforts. 

Focus remediation resources where 
they are needed most. All else being 
equal, the first priority is generally 
to fix those assets that are losing the 
most revenue. However, you may also 
want to address sites together within a 
specific geographic region to optimize 
logistics and management costs. It 
is also important to consider equip-
ment warranties, as you may need to 
prioritize corrective maintenance at 
sites with equipment nearing the end 
of the warranty period to leave time to 
engage with the manufacturer.

In many cases, it is efficient to 
leverage a site’s existing O&M pro-
vider to conduct CM activities. This 
is especially true when PM inspection 
results provide a clear understanding 
of the underlying performance issue 
and the location of the problem. Since 
aerial inspection reports indicate  
the precise location of each fault 
down to the module level, the repair 
team can use this report as a map, 
which expedites the remediation 
process. 

% faults by site (inverter and combiner faults excluded)
Increasing

% linear submodule faults by site
Increasing

Figures 2a & 2b  Fault data statistics derived from aerial site surveys flag sites for 
detailed on-site investigations. As shown in Figure 2a (top), the site discussed in 
Case Study 1 did not stand out based on the percentage of faults per site. However, 
after filtering the data based on the percentage of linear submodule faults per site, 
as shown in Figure 2b (bottom), a team of independent engineers conducted follow-
up performance tests at the site.

C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  1 6
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Use expert investigators where appro-
priate.  As a PM inspection reveals 
greater scale, complexity, or potential 
implications of performance issues, 
the site may require more-detailed 
investigations. In the case of the 
two outlier sites in Figure 1 (p. 13), 
the owner engaged an independent 
engineering (IE) firm specializing in 
PV performance audits to conduct 
detailed ground-based investigations. 
The case studies that follow illustrate 
that this level of investigation is war-
ranted where project stakeholders sus-
pect unknown systemic or potentially 
systemic issues that require an exact 
diagnosis to determine next steps.

CASE STUDY 1:  
SYSTEMIC ISSUES
For the first 6 years of its operational 
life, this site was subject to condition-
based maintenance, and project 

stakeholders used a remote analytics 
platform to appraise its health. In 
2017, an aerial inspection provider 
conducted an aerial thermographic 
site inspection for the first time.  
This inspection revealed a number  
of faults with a similar infrared (IR) 
signature, a linear submodule anom-
aly corresponding with one or more 
cell strings. Based on the portfolio-
level data in Figure 2a (p. 14), the  
percentage of faults per site fell 
within a normal distribution; how-
ever, the percentage of linear sub-
module faults per site in Figure 2b 
raised red flags. 

To gather more information, the 
owner dispatched an IE team to the site  
with the full-field IR scans in hand 
to conduct detailed tests. This team 
performed a variety of in-field tests on 
a random sampling basis, including 
visual inspection, IV-curve traces, IR 

thermography and electroluminescence 
(EL) imaging. The results of these tests 
largely confirmed the aerial IR results. 
The team determined that the most 
prominent defect was open-circuit 
submodule cell strings. Closer analysis 
revealed that a defective off-cell solder 
joint was the root cause of this defect. 

In the most extreme cases of over-
heating, this defective solder joint 
was identifiable via visual inspection. 
However, visual inspection alone 
would not have captured the true 
scope of the problem, as the defective 
solder joints did not always show evi-
dence of visual discoloration. Remote 
analytics based on KPIs also did not 
detect this issue. System availability 
was solid. The performance index 
showed no cause for alarm. The 
peer-to-peer yield appeared normal 
because these submodule faults were 
evenly distributed across the site. 
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Data gathered during the aerial 
inspection and the follow-up in-field 
tests support an ongoing warranty 
claim to address the underperfor-
mance issues at this site. Those mod-
ules with open-circuit submodule 
faults—whether due to a solder-joint 
failure or a shorted bypass diode—
clearly meet the criteria for a valid 
performance warranty claim as they 
reduce output power by at least 
33%. Since this is a systemic defect, 
it is also important to consider its 
impacts on energy generation. Given 
that we know the number and loca-
tion of defects and have module- and 
string-level IV-curve test results, we 
can use component-level model-
ing software to accurately assess 
these losses based on the number of 
modules per string and the number 
of paralleled strings per maximum 
power tracker.

CASE STUDY 2:  
SUBTLE ISSUES 
Remote analytics had flagged this 
site for active investigation based on 
availability and performance index. In 
spite of the ongoing CM investigation, 
the nature of the underperformance 
issues remained unknown until the 
owner conducted an aerial IR inspec-
tion. As shown in Figure 3 (p. 18), this 
inspection revealed a unique spatial 
distribution of modules presenting 
with some type of hot spot. This issue 
not only was localized to one subsec-
tion of the site, but also specifically 
impacted the last module in almost 
every eight-module source circuit. The 
visual imagery showed no correspond-
ing anomalies.

While hot spots are usually low on 
a remediation priority list, the aerial 
inspection provider recommended 
further ground-based investigations 

to determine the root cause of this 
persistent defect pattern. These 
revealed that the inverter associated 
with this section had a nonfunctional 
ground-fault circuit, which meant 
that the array was operating in a 
condition susceptible to potential-
induced degradation (PID). Cell deg-
radation that starts at the beginning 
or end of the string of modules not 
only is consistent with PID, but also 
has effects that progress in severity 
over time. 

After repair of the inverter issue, 
the IE firm conducted ground-based 
IV curve and EL measurements to 
determine that the remediation efforts 
were successful. Because project 
stakeholders caught the PID problem 
at an early stage of development, its 
effects were still reversible. If the prob-
lem had persisted, hot spots would 
have spread to subsequent modules in 
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every string. If this development had 
gone undetected long enough, it could 
have caused permanent damage to the 
impacted modules.

Continuous Feedback 
While we have focused on the opera-
tional aspects of defect identification 
and mitigation, it is also important 
to avoid repeating costly issues in 
the future. The best time to maximize 
long-term system performance is 
before building a project, as system 
design decisions and equipment 
selection correlate strongly with per-
formance and reliability. One way to 
reduce risk is to have a robust due 
diligence program in place throughout 
the design, procurement, installation 
and commissioning processes. Equally 

important is continuous feedback 
from operations back to the design, 
construction and commissioning 
teams, as this is what allows stake-
holders to improve future projects 
based on lessons learned in the real 
world from fielded projects.  

Facilitate continuous improvement. 
Performance issues are inevitable. The 
key to long-term success, therefore, is 
continuous improvement in how you 
identify, address and learn to avoid 
the issues that impact performance. 
Accelerating this learning process is 
vital to the success of the solar indus-
try. Even as we are racing to reduce 
the levelized cost of energy, we must 
maintain the internal rate of return 
for solar projects. This is a challeng-
ing dynamic as it requires a circular 

flow of information between project 
stakeholders while looking for oppor-
tunities to streamline costs through-
out the value chain. Only by sharing 
lessons learned can we continue to 
evolve and mature.

The authors would like to acknowl-
edge Rob Andrews from Heliolytics, 
Mason Reed from Core Energy Works, 
Rob Chatelain and Steve Wheeler 
from Constellation, and Magin Reyes 
and Stan Tehee from Exelon Power 
Renewables for their contributions to 
this article.  

—Kristine Sinclair / Heliolytics / Toronto, 
ON / heliolytics.com
—James Rand / Core Energy Works / 
Newark, DE / coreenergyworks.com
—Robert Flottemesch / Constellation / 
Baltimore, MD / constellation.com 
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Figure 3  A nonfunctional inverter ground-fault circuit caused the unique spatial fault distribution at the site discussed in Case 
Study 2. After repair of the inverter, an independent engineering team verified that the PID symptoms went away. 
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I
n her SolarPro article “The Solar Software 
Ecosystem” (May/June 2016), Pamela Cargill pro-
vides an overview of the diverse software platforms 
developed specifically for solar market applica-
tions. Here I take an in-depth look at the types of 

electrical design calculations and reports that utilities and 
other AHJs require in large-scale PV plant applications, and 
the power engineering software that supports these cal-
culations. Note that a licensed professional engineer must 

supervise these types of calculations to ensure accuracy and 
compliance with applicable codes, standards and any local 
conditions or special circumstances.

Electrical Design Calculations 
Utilities often require additional electrical engineering stud-
ies in large-scale PV power plant applications as opposed  
to distributed generation sites. Depending on the AHJ and 

Power Engineering Software for 
Large-Scale Solar Applications

By Bill Reaugh

As PV systems get larger, AHJs 

are more likely to require 

power engineering reports that 

are unfamiliar to some solar 

professionals but well known to 

traditional power engineers. 

https://solarprofessional.com/articles/business-finance/the-solar-software-ecosystem
https://solarprofessional.com/articles/business-finance/the-solar-software-ecosystem
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the scale and location of the proposed interconnection, 
large-scale PV project developers may need to provide  
reports related to medium-voltage conductor ampacity 
calculations, short-circuit studies, minimum ampere inter-
rupting capacity (AIC) ratings, protection coordination,  
arc-flash hazards and harmonic resonance. In many 
cases, once the engineering team has completed the  
electrical design, including the technical specifica-
tions for each component, a single software package can 

perform all the necessary calculations 
for each report.  

It is important to recognize that the 
maximum available utility fault cur-
rent is a critical piece of information 
in many power engineering analyses. 
This value is relevant not only to short-
circuit studies, but also to the follow-on 
studies that build on their results. The 
challenge is that utilities are often reluc-
tant to provide the maximum available 
fault current, whether because they are 
pressed for time, lack the knowledge 
or do not wish to expose themselves to 
liability. Some utilities will provide this 
information only for a fee and after a 
significant time delay.

If the utility has not provided a maxi-
mum available fault-current value, engi-
neers and designers should assume that 
the available fault current is infinite. 
This conservative approach will pro-
vide the highest degree of protection 
and safety. However, it can also lead to 
unnecessarily stringent personal protec-
tive equipment (PPE) requirements for 
service technicians. All else being equal, 
it is preferable to use a maximum value 
that the utility company provides. If the 
PV system is large enough to require its 
own substation or generator step-up 
transformer, the utility fault information 
is necessary to program the final OCPD 
settings at the PV power plant to ensure 
that protective equipment at nearby sub-
stations operates properly. 

It is also important to recognize that 
conditions on the utility grid and within 
a PV power plant are not static. Over 

the operational life of the plant, engineers should continue 
to conduct many of the studies that utilities require during 
the initial project build stages. Project stakeholders should 
perform power engineering studies related to the equipment 
at the point of interconnection at least every 5 years or any 
time there is a substantive change to the project. If an inverter 
fails and must be replaced with a different make or model, for 
example, it is important to reevaluate electrical design calcu-
lations, as conditions within the power plant have changed.

Power Engineering Software for 
Large-Scale Solar Applications
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Power Engineering Software

Conductor ampacity. Many PV design 
professionals, including licensed con-
tractors and engineers, can perform 
conductor ampacity calculations in 
low-voltage systems (≤2,000 V) under 
most common design scenarios by 
referring to NEC Article 310. In large-
scale PV applications, power engi-
neering software calculations provide 
the most benefit within the medium- 
voltage collection system, which oper-
ates at 2001 V or higher. While Article 
310 does provide some tables for con-
ductor application and insulation 
rated 2,001 V–35,000 V, these design 
values are based upon a set ambient 
temperature or soil thermal resistiv-
ity conditions that may not exist at 
a specific project location. Power 
engineering software can calculate 
medium-voltage conductor ampac-
ity more accurately based on project- 
specific conditions.

Most MV collection systems involve 
conductors directly buried in native soil 
or installed on overhead poles. In direct-
buried systems, the design needs to 
account for soil thermal resistivity, cable 
construction (single core or triplex), 
electrical skin resistance, neutral type, 
insulation temperature rating, insulation thickness (100%, 
133% or 173% insulation level) and other factors. While most 
overhead systems use uninsulated single conductor cables, 
the design needs to account for maximum droop; ground wire 
size, if present, and whether optical or metallic; and insula-
tor sizing. Power engineering software can evaluate medium-
voltage cable ampacities based on these considerations as 
well as other site-specific conditions.

 Short-circuit study. Understanding the magnitude and 
duration of short-circuit currents within an electrical system 
not only is a basic life and safety issue, but also is essential to 
the power engineering studies described below. NEC section 
110.9 requires that equipment intended to clear a short cir-
cuit carry an appropriate interrupting rating. Simply speak-
ing, the nominal maximum current rating of an overcurrent 
protection device—which manufacturers and testing labo-
ratories determine based on performance under standard 
test conditions—must be at least equal to the available fault 
current at the line terminals of the equipment.

In practice, calculating maximum available short-circuit 
current available in an electrical system is not as intuitive 
as you might expect, in part because OCPDs with the same 

nominal interrupting rating can have 
very different time-current character-
istics. Figure 1, for example, shows that  
a 100 A–rated Bussmann Series LPJ 
Class J fuse will open a 200 A fault in 
roughly 300 seconds (5 minutes) and a 
1,000 A fault in approximately 0.2 sec-
onds. Another 100 A–rated fuse may 
have different time-current character-
istics even though its nominal interrupt 
rating is the same. 

Though the IEEE standards pertain-
ing to ac circuit breakers date back to 
the 1990s, working groups have recently 
revised the standards relating to both 
high-voltage and low-voltage devices. 
In 2016, IEEE published a revised ver-
sion of IEEE C37.010, which covers 
the application of OCPDs rated above  
1,000 Vac. In 2015, the international 
standards association published the 
most recent edition of IEEE C.37.13, 

which relates to the application of low-voltage ac OCPDs. 
These IEEE standards describe two short-circuit calculation 
methods, both of which are based on Thévenin-equivalent cir-
cuit models for each bus node within a single-line diagram. 

Large-scale PV power plants integrate dozens or even 
hundreds of inverters, each of which the IEEE standards 
define as a generator. While it is impractical to manu-
ally determine all of the short-circuit calculations at  
each electrical node in a utility-scale PV plant, power engi-
neering software can perform these calculations quickly 
and accurately. 

Minimum AIC ratings. While this analysis goes hand-
in-hand with a short-circuit study, it emphasizes not the 
magnitude and duration of a fault but rather the ability of 
the OCPD to clear a fault without extensive damage to the 
equipment or electrical system. Manufacturers and testing 
laboratories certify and mark listed OCPDs with an available 
interrupting capacity, expressed in the units AIC or kAIC. 
For example, low-voltage ac panelboards and circuit break-
ers typically carry withstand ratings from 14 kAIC to as high 
as 65 kAIC, whereas fuses for some applications carry rat-
ings as high as 200 kAIC. C O N T I N U E D  O N  PA G E  2 4
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Figure 1  These time-current curves 
describe the average melt time for 
Eaton’s Bussmann Series LPJ Class J 
fuses based on fuse rating and fault-
current magnitude. Vendors publish 
similar curves for every OCPD.
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Not surprisingly, equipment costs within the same voltage 
class increase for products with a higher withstand rating. 
All else being equal, the installing contractor will purchase 
the lowest-cost product that meets engineering design spec-
ifications, which means it is very important that electrical 
engineers specify minimum AIC ratings for OCPDs, panel-
boards and other electrical equipment. Fielding improperly 
rated equipment could lead to catastrophic failures in the 
event that instantaneous fault currents exceed equipment 
withstand ratings. 

When reviewing interrupting capacity ratings, note that 
NEC Section 240.86 allows for both fully rated and series- 
rated protection systems. In a fully rated system, each OCPD 
carries an AIC rating greater than or equal to the available 
fault current. Evaluating compliance with this parameter is  
a very straightforward process, and the fully rated design  
resists the introduction of errors over time. In a series-rated 
system, the available short-circuit fault current may exceed 
individual component withstand ratings for tested com-
binations of equipment or combinations of equipment 
selected under engineering supervision. While this option 
may allow for lower up-front installation costs, a licensed pro-
fessional engineer needs to evaluate, document and stamp 
every subsequent change to the electrical system. 

Protection coordination. Each branch of a multibranch elec-
trical system has its own overcurrent protection, whether a 
fuse, breaker, relay or other similar device. Should a fault occur 

somewhere in the sys-
tem, the OCPD installed 
between the fault-current 
source(s) and closest to 
the fault should be the one 
that opens and clears the 
fault. The main purpose 
of a protection coordina-
tion study, therefore, is to 
review the settings and 
ratings of each OCPD to 
ensure the proper fault-
clearance time sequence. 
Short-circuit study values 
are obviously a primary 
input for a protection 
coordination study. 

The IEEE Buff Book 
(Standard 242-2001) is the 
primary sourcebook for 
protection and coordina-
tion principals. Depend- 
ing on the project-specific 
equipment, a multitude of 
other IEEE standards may 

also apply to the protection coordination study calculations. 
Standards in the IEEE C37 series provide information perti-
nent to different types of breakers, relays, air break switches 
and other equipment. IEEE C57.12.59-2015 provides guidance 
on fault-current duration calculations for dry-type transform-
ers, whereas IEEE C57.109-1993 provides similar guidance for 
liquid-immersed transformers.

Arc-flash hazards. NEC 110.16 provides a representative 
list of electrical equipment—switchboards, switchgear, pan-
elboards, industrial control panels, meter socket enclosures 
and motor control centers—that requires field- or factory-
applied markings to warn qualified persons of potential 
arc-flash hazards. In general, electrical equipment on or in 
commercial, industrial or utility facilities that requires ser-
vicing, adjustment or maintenance should have an arc-flash 
hazard warning label so that workers know what level of PPE 
to wear when working on the equipment. These arc-flash 
hazard analysis and warning requirements extend to PV 
system dc collection equipment, including combiner boxes, 
recombiners and inverters. 

IEEE 1584-2002 is the international standard that gov-
erns arc-flash hazard calculations. A companion standard, 
IEEE 1584.1-2013, details the scope and deliverables for 
an arc-flash hazard study. The standards provide guidance 

Power Engineering Software
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Protection coordination  
Selective coordination is the 
process of coordinating over-
current protection to localize 
the impact of an outage. In this 
branch-circuit fault scenario, 
selective coordination would 
ensure that only the 100 A–rated 
device at location 1 would open.

Arc-flash analysis  Power Analytics’ Paladin DesignBase 
software generated this custom arc-flash hazard warning label, 
which complies with NFPA 70E and IEEE 1584. The software 
can also generate energized electrical work permits.
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regarding the input data and cal-
culation methods for determining 
the arc-flash hazard distance and 
incident energy in a variety of sce-
narios, including dc systems, ac sys-
tems under 1,000 V, and ac systems 
between 1,000 V and 20 kV. 

Whereas general arc-flash haz-
ard warning labels meet minimum 
code requirements for equipment rated less than 1,200 A, 
Section 110.16(B) requires more-detailed labels for equip-
ment rated 1,200 A or greater. To assist the servicing elec-
trician with PPE selection, these equipment labels should 
detail the nominal system voltage, available fault current, 
clearing times for OCPDs and date of label application. Note 
that an exception to NEC 110.16(B) allows the use of alterna-
tive labels that conform to NFPA 70E, Standard for Electrical 
Safety in the Workplace. 

Harmonic resonance. The shattering of a wine glass when 
a singer hits a particular note is a well-known example of 
harmonic resonance, a phenomenon described by physics 
that affects many different types of systems. A system tends 
to oscillate or vibrate at a larger amplitude when exposed 

to certain frequencies. The fact 
that materials and systems have a 
resonant frequency is generally a 
nonissue, as evidenced by the fact 
that a wine glass does not routinely 
shatter at the slightest vocal prov-
ocation. However, harmonic reso-
nance can have unexpected and 
destructive consequences. These 

can occur when a source applies input energy to a system at 
a specific resonant frequency, having a substantially stronger 
physical effect on the system than expected. 

The fundamental frequency of the North American electri-
cal power system is 60 Hz. Each multiple of this frequency is 
an ordinal harmonic, meaning that 120 Hz is the second har-
monic, 180 Hz is the third harmonic and so on. Generators and 
power supplies have a tendency to produce harmonics when 
they operate. We refer to the sum total of these harmonics as 
total harmonic distortion (THD). To comply with UL 1741, the 
inverter listing and test standard, inverters must also meet the 
requirements in the IEEE 1547 and IEEE 519 standards, which 
cover distributed resource interconnection and harmonic 
control requirements, respectively. According to IEEE 519,  

Arc-flash hazard warning labels  
tell workers what level of personal 
protective equipment to wear when 
servicing electrical equipment.
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the THD a given inverter in isolation produces is limited to 
3% current waveform distortion over the first 60 harmonics. 
Meanwhile, IEEE 1547 states that the total demand distor-
tion (TDD) at the point of interconnection cannot exceed 3% 
of the current waveform distortion. These requirements are 
related as TDD is a measure of THD that also accounts for the 
peak demand load current.

The ac collection system for a large-scale PV power plant 
has a natural resonant frequency. Generally speaking, the 
resonant point for most electrical systems is located some-
where between the fifth and seventh harmonic. While reso-
nance is usually not a problem in PV power plants, issues 
do arise in some projects because the resonant condition is 
excited where the harmonic characteristics of the inverters 
and any harmonic contributions from the utility match up 
exactly with the resonant frequency of the collection system. 
Though this issue may occur in just a handful of projects, 
it can incur substantial mitigation costs due to the time 
required to design, implement and test the efficacy of miti-
gation measures.

Performing a harmonic resonance 
study is an insurance policy against 
possible commissioning costs in the 
future. It is the only way to determine 
whether a project will experience 
resonance issues. If so, engineers 
can design mitigation measures in 
advance, which will avoid difficulties 
and delays during the compressed 

timelines associated with many commission-
ing and performance-testing activities. After 
the engineering team has completed the pre-
viously discussed engineering studies, it only 
needs the inverter manufacturer’s IEEE 519 
test results and the interconnecting utility’s 
harmonic content information to perform a 
harmonic resonance study. With proper plan-
ning, you can obtain this information from 
both parties at the same time that you gather 
the fault-current contribution information 
needed for the short-circuit study.

Software Platforms
In theory, it is possible to perform any of these 
electrical calculations by hand or using self-
created spreadsheet-based tools. The IEEE 
standards detail the required input data, 
essential calculations and report deliverable. 
In practice, the sheer volume of the calcula-
tions required at each node of the electrical 
system strongly favors commercial software 

platforms. Performing manual calculations or developing 
complex spreadsheets is both a tedious and error-prone 
process, whereas using commercially available power 
engineering software ensures more consistent results. 
Moreover, software developers offer products that not only 
provide the necessary electrical engineering reports but 
also come with equipment specifications preprogrammed 
or available via download. 

Electrical engineers have dozens of software packages to 
choose from, as the underlying design equations are read-
ily available. However, some software platforms have existed 
for 30 years or more, meaning their original development 
period dates back to the days of DOS operating systems. 
On the one hand, that longevity may speak to a company’s 
ability to adapt to changing market needs. On the other, 
that legacy may limit advanced functionality compared to 
software developed more recently in Microsoft Windows or 
cloud-based environments.

Power engineering software tools typically operate from 
intelligent single-line diagrams. The software graphically links 

electrical devices—such as fuses, 
relays, breakers, load centers, motor 
control centers, var compensators, 
transformers, PV modules, inverters, 
variable frequency drives and many 
others—with conductors to create 
buses. Users can either manually enter 
device ratings and specifications or 
load these data from prepopulated 
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Harmonic analysis  A harmonic resonance study can identify potential 
commissioning problems before they occur. This harmonic model interface 
is from Eaton’s CYME software platform.

Performing a harmonic resonance 
study is an insurance policy against 
possible commissioning costs in 
the future.
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databases. The software links these data with each line- 
diagram component. Depending on the platform, users can 

enter vendor-supplied data, 
select from default options or 
let the software calculate values 
automatically. Most products in 
this class offer minimal or no 
support for iOS environments.

 Qualifying vendors. An over-
view of four representative 
power engineering software 
platforms follows. These descrip-
tions do not represent specific 
recommendations or endorse-
ments for your particular needs. 
Whereas some power engineer-
ing software developers special-
ize in meeting the needs of utility 
transmission and distribution 
planners, other vendors focus on 
developing tools for industrial 
plant designers. Some platforms 
are better for plant or network 

design, while others support real-time power engineer-
ing analyses. To identify the best software option, you must 
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Short-circuit study  Like other power engineering software, EasyPower uses intelligent 
single-line diagrams as the basis for its short-circuit analysis engine.
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evaluate the software vendor’s target market 
and applications as well as your needs and 
use cases.

CYME / 800.361.3627 / CYME.COM 
Now part of Eaton, CYME International is 
based in Quebec, Canada, and has offered 
power engineering software solutions since 
1986. Though the CYME power engineer-
ing software primarily supports transmis-
sion and distribution network modeling, 
users can adapt the platform for industrial 
plant design. In February 2017, the company 
launched an integration capacity analysis 
module to help utilities simplify distributed 
energy resource integration and growth plan-
ning. The platform also includes software 
modules for modeling dc or ac conductor 
ampacity, dc or ac short-circuit studies, pro-
tection coordination and harmonic analysis.  

According to Eaton, power engineers 
can use CYME software to plan and design 
all types of electrical installations, from 
transmission down to the meshed sec-
ondary networks of distribution systems. 
In solar applications, users can load irradiance profiles 
and 8,760 hourly-load data to model the variable output 
of a particular PV power plant on the distribution and 
transmission networks. The software can also model the 
impacts of advanced grid-support features from invert-
ers, such as volt-var compensation or other power fac-
tor adjustments, as well as real or total apparent power 
curtailment. Users can also model anti-islanding impacts 
based on IEEE 1547 trip settings or other values. This 
functionality is useful where a PV project is part of a larger 
microgrid application or where multiple inverters share a 
single point of interconnection. 

EASYPOWER / 503.655.5059 / EASYPOWER.COM
Based near Portland, Oregon, EasyPower has provided 
power system software solutions since 1984. The Easy- 
Power software suite automates many common code- or 
AHJ-mandated electrical engineering calculations and  
reports. Since the platform is Windows based, instead of 
relying on command prompts, it features a graphical inter-
face that today’s workforce will find intuitive. 

EasyPower offers a variety of preconfigured starter elec-
trical design suites. Users can customize and add features 
to these core packages by downloading additional software 
modules. The arc-flash hazard analysis tool, for example, 
is an add-on module for EasyPower’s short-circuit analysis 
engine. EasyPower also offers harmonic analysis and OCPD 

coordination modules. Though users can download modules 
that automate certain design activities, such as conductor 
or OCPD sizing, these automated calculation capabilities do 
not eliminate the need for engineering oversight and review. 
The output reports can focus and expedite these activities. 

The reporting functions in EasyPower also include  
arc-flash hazard label templates. After running ac and dc arc-
flash incident energy calculations based on the OCPD ratings 
and the generator sources, users can generate equipment 
labels complete with optional QR codes that embed the input 
data. This feature allows field maintenance teams to perform 
or adjust the calculations shown on the labels and determine 
the correct PPE before servicing equipment.

ETAP / 800.477.3827 / ETAP.COM 
Based in Irvine, California, and founded in 1986, ETAP produces 
one of the most popular industrial plant design platforms on 
the US market. The eponymous software package offers elec-
trical power analysis and operation features for a broad range 
of applications. In addition to developing tools for utility trans-
mission and distribution operators, ETAP offers modeling tools 
specifically for PV and other distributed generation applica-
tions. The company offers software modules for each of the 
electrical engineering reports discussed, as well as many others 
that facility design teams may find useful. 

The database for ETAP’s intelligent, interactive one-line 
diagrams includes most common protective components 

Power Engineering Software

Component library  ETAP users can save PV module and inverter data in cus-
tom libraries for later retrieval.
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and generators. While users typically have to enter informa-
tion manually from PV module and inverter datasheets and 
test reports, the software saves these data in user-defined 
libraries for later retrieval. ETAP can run calculations for 
both the ac and the dc side of a PV project. Whereas the 
arc-flash hazard capabilities of some power engineering 
software are limited to 1,000 V, ETAP can analyze arc-flash 
hazards in ac systems up to 800 kV. Additionally, it cal-
culates interrupt protection on both series and fully pro-
tected systems. 

The company’s latest release, ETAP 18, includes a mobile app 
that allows users to collect, verify or edit information in the field. 
The app allows users to geotag photos, create or edit one-line 
diagrams, or view ETAP data on a mobile device. etapAPP works 
on tablets running Microsoft Windows or Apple iOS.

POWER ANALYTICS / 844.367.2572 / POWERANALYTICS.COM 
Based in Raleigh, North Carolina, and founded 25 years ago, 
Power Analytics is now on its sixth-generation software release, 
Paladin DesignBase 6.0. The company targets its software to 
two audiences: transmission and distribution operators, and 
industrial generator plant operators that sell energy on a mer-
chant basis to the utility market. Based on its target markets, 

Power Analytics differentiates its products by placing a heavy 
emphasis on economic decision-making capabilities. Users can 
model traditional revenue streams based not only on demand 
or time-of-use pricing signals but also on nontraditional rev-
enue streams such as blockchain and cryptocurrency sources. 

Paladin DesignBase allows users to evaluate all types 
of generators, from rotating machines with various fossil 
or renewable fuel sources to inverter-based PV power sys-
tems with energy storage. The company is working with San 
Diego Gas & Electric and the California Energy Commission 
to develop enhanced power models of the Borrego Springs 
microgrid project. These enhanced power modeling capa-
bilities are valuable for distributed generation feasibility 
studies and for evaluating microgrid islanding capabilities. 
Based on customer need, Power Analytics has developed a 
consulting arm to provide professional services such as site 
surveys, energy audits, feasibility studies, project design sup-
port and real-time plant operations. 

Bill Reaugh / Solar Rae Design / Sacramento, CA /  

    bill.reaugh@solarraedesign.com / 
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T
he US solar market is far from monolithic. If you 
look at the top 10 states for solar, California’s 
installed capacity is roughly equal to the combined 
capacity of the next nine states. At the other end 
of the spectrum, you have states like North Dakota 

and South Dakota, which have less than a megawatt of solar 
capacity combined, that barely register as emerging mar-
kets. This market diversity calls for diverse business models. 

Given this situation, it is no surprise that solar companies 
take different approaches to engineering services. For this 
article, I reached out to engineering service providers, small 
and large, as well as some solar installation companies, to bet-
ter understand the pros and cons of outsourcing engineering 
services versus developing these capacities in-house. 

Blake Gleason

Director of Innovation and Technical Excellence  
Sun Light & Power 

Sun Light & Power (sunlightandpower.com) designs,  
builds and maintains commercial PV and solar thermal 
systems. The company has installed more than 4,000 
solar systems since 1976, focusing on the greater San 
Francisco Bay Area and covering all of California. Market 
sectors served include solar for businesses, government 
agencies, hotels, multifamily housing, nonprofits, schools 
and universities, and spiritual centers.

SP: How does Sun Light & Power meet the company's  
engineering needs? 
BG: We have five California-licensed PEs on staff and one 
more literally across the hall. In addition, we have several 
full-time solar designers. With this group, we are able to 
design and engineer almost all our projects. Within our ser-
vice territory, requirements for PE certification vary signifi-
cantly among AHJs and customers. Some AHJs require every 
sheet in a plan set to have a PE seal; many require a structural 
engineer’s seal on the structural sheets only; a few require 
an electrical or mechanical engineer’s seal on the electri-
cal (PV) or mechanical (solar thermal) sheets. A few AHJs 

require PE seals for proj-
ects larger than a given 
threshold. In addition, 
certain customers may 
have requirements for 
PE certification, most 
often for projects sub-
ject to an RFP process or 
projects for PPA develop-
ers and financiers. Public 
projects often have spec-
ifications or other con-
tract language requiring 
PE certification. Our 
current standard is to 
provide structural PE 

certification on most permit drawing sets, whether required 
or not. They would be required by one entity or another 80% 
of the time.

SP: Has Sun Light & Power always had in-house engineer-
ing capabilities?
BG: Having the engineering expertise in-house has been a 
key part of our business model for more than 40 years. Our 
founder, Gary Gerber, is a licensed mechanical engineer. 
When Gary founded the company in 1976, he not only was 
an industry pioneer but also designed solar thermal systems 
in-house. When grid-tied PV started to be a serious part of 
the business 15–20 years ago, we were building a lot of resi-
dential systems and had an in-house designer with an archi-
tecture background doing CAD work for permit drawings. At 
that time, PE certification was not required. As we started 
moving toward more commercial work around 2004, we 
hired a PE and officially launched our engineering depart-
ment. For many years following, we outsourced structural 
engineering when necessary, until we hired our own in-
house structural engineer. 

SP: Does having your own in-house engineering depart-
ment provide Sun Light & Power with a competitive 
advantage in the market? 

In-House versus Outsourced 
Engineering Services

By David Brearley

Engineering services 
are essential in most 
solar markets, but not 
every solar business 
can afford to—or 
needs to—employ 
licensed professional 
engineers.

http://www.sunlightandpower.com
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BG: Yes, starting precontract, during project develop-
ment and estimating, we benefit from in-house design 
and engineering expertise. We call our salespeople “design 
consultants” because they really do help identify the best 
solution for the customer. Our top salespeople individu-
ally have more than 15 years of solar experience. If they 
need help optimizing or identifying a custom solution, 
they can call on a senior engineer during the sales phase. 
Further, with in-house engineering, we are better able to 
adapt to field conditions, serve our installation crews, 
improve our designs based on knowledge gained from our 
specific field experience, and do the custom, often itera-
tive work our customers demand.

SP: Are there any scenarios where you outsource engi-
neering services? 
BG: On some projects, we do. When our in-house engineer-
ing team is overloaded, we use outsourcing as a pressure 
relief valve. We do not currently have an electrical engineer 
on staff, so for the rare occasion when an AHJ or contract 
specifically requires a professional electrical engineer, we 
outsource that part. We sometimes use third-party struc-
tural engineers for carports and ballasted systems, especially 
where the manufacturer or supplier has worked closely with 
a particular engineer in the past. Finally, when we need an 

engineer with expertise in a particularly challenging AHJ—
such as Los Angeles—we sometimes outsource engineering 
on complicated or leading-edge projects. 

SP: Does Sun Light & Power ever hire design service pro-
viders that are not licensed professional engineers? 
BG: On occasion, we take on small projects for certain VIP 
customers. Our internal process is optimized for larger proj-
ects and our capacity is limited. If we take on a residential 
project that doesn’t require PE certification, we may out-
source the permit package to a solar design service. The 
ones we work with have very quick turnaround times and 
can provide permit drawings for a very low cost. 

Marvin Hamon

Founder and Principal 
Hamon Engineering 

Hamon Engineering (hamonengineering.com) is a small 
professional engineering practice in the San Francisco 
Bay Area that provides engineering and consulting ser-
vices. Marvin Hamon is a professional electrical engineer. 
He has worked in engineering since 1993 and in the PV 
industry since 2004. 
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In-House Engineering vs. Outsourcing

SP: What solar engineering services does Hamon 
Engineering provide, and who are your typical customers? 
MH: We provide a wide range of engineering services includ-
ing feasibility studies, project design, construction over-
view, commissioning witnessing, third-party review, owner’s 
engineering and general consulting. We provide electrical 
engineering services through in-house resources. Where 
projects require additional engineering resources, we can 
provide civil, structural and mechanical engineering by 
teaming with other professional engineers. 

Our client base consists mostly of commercial, industrial 
and utility-scale PV project developers; PV financiers; commer-
cial architects; large PV contractors; state and municipal gov-
ernments; equipment manufacturers; other engineering firms; 
and utilities. Residential or small commercial PV contractors 
rarely contact us. The larger and more complex the project, 
the greater the benefit of engaging an engineering team. Our 
solar contractor clients tend to come to us because a local AHJ 
requires that a PE prepare the project design, or they want to 
mitigate risk, or they need our specialized knowledge to com-
plete a project successfully. 

SP: What is the benefit or value proposition of outsourcing 
professional engineering services? 
MH: All but the largest design-build construction companies 
are well served by outsourcing professional engineering ser-
vices. In fact, even the largest companies will still outsource 
as a way to spread out project liability. It is difficult to come 
up with enough year-round work to keep a professional engi-
neer occupied. If there is no engineering work to do one week, 
you probably can’t just send the engineer out to install PV 
systems or do sales calls. On top of that, it is expensive to buy 
errors and omissions insurance, which must be kept in force 
for years after project completion. Companies don’t realize 
how much it really costs to run a professional engineering 
team until they try it, and then the cost of outsourcing seems 
much more reasonable. By comparison, it is relatively easy 
to bring PV design services in-house. You can start with a 
position that splits PV design and sales responsibilities, and 
work up to a dedicated design team for PV projects that do 
not require professional engineering. As companies grow, it 
may eventually make sense to hire an engineer to direct that 
in-house design team. 

SP: At what point in the project development cycle do you 
prefer to come on board? 
MH: It’s best to contact an engineering firm early, ideally as 
soon as you determine that a project requires PE services. 
That way you can hand off the engineering scope of work and 
maximize the benefits of having an engineering team. 

The worst time to bring an engineer on board is after the 
design package is complete. If you are a solar company, you  

don’t want a DIY customer that offers you $100 to make a 
utility interconnection. Why would you take responsibility 
for a system you didn’t install? That’s what it’s like when a 
solar company brings a completed design package to a PE 
and asks him or her to stamp that design.

SP: How do design service providers differ from engineer-
ing firms? What kind of work is best suited for these dif-
ferent entities? 
MH: PV design companies are best at providing residential and 
small commercial design documents, based on the contractor’s 
input about what equipment to use and the physical project 
layout. You should work with PV design companies when you 
just want a design document to get a permit. If it’s less expen-
sive than having an in-house design employee and you do not 
mind giving up most of the control of the design, it can be a 
beneficial arrangement. Keep in mind that unless a PV design 
company has a licensed engineer, architect or contractor on 
staff, it cannot offer or provide design documents stamped by a 
professional engineer in most states, including California.

When you work with an engineering firm, you are team-
ing with a licensed professional who can provide a wide range 
of engineering support services. If the project requires an 
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Vendor-specific outsourcing  Even though Sun Light & 
Power has licensed structural engineers on staff, the Berkeley, 
California–based system integrator still outsources some  
specialized structural engineering activities—for example, 
it worked with a vendor-recommended PE for this Schletter 
Park@Sol application.
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engineering stamp to get a permit or if you feel uncomfortable 
about your ability to produce a safe and proper design, then 
you should hire an engineering firm. Typically, bringing in  
an engineering firm best fits in the budgets of projects above 
500 kWdc or particularly complex projects above 100 kWdc. 

SP: How do you and your customers approach value- 
engineering activities? Are there occasions when spend-
ing more money on engineering services can reduce 
costs elsewhere?
MH: First, let’s define value engineering. While many people 
think value engineering is simply about trimming a project 
down to meet a budget, project budgeting is its own process. 
Value engineering is the process of maximizing the ratio of 
function to cost, which we achieve by increasing functional-
ity or decreasing costs. It’s hard to say beforehand if value-
engineering activities will improve a design. But the more 
complex the project, the greater the likelihood that there are 
areas that can be improved. The key to value engineering is to 
employ people who are very experienced in the many ways to 
design a PV system and to refine designs. These people apply 
their experience and knowledge to a preliminary design to 
derive the most value from the project.

Kyra Holt 

Technical Manager
SEI Engineering and SEI Professional Services 

SEI Engineering (SEIE) and SEI Professional Services 
(SEIPS) (seisolarpros.com) are extensions of Solar Energy 
International (SEI), which has a long and well-respected 
heritage as the leading technical training pro-
vider for the solar industry. Founded in 1991, 
SEI is a nonprofit educational organization 
headquartered in Paonia, Colorado. SEIPS and 
SEIE are separate legal entities, founded in 
2015 and 2016, respectively, that collectively 
support SEI’s mission and offer formal design, 
consulting and field services across the globe. 
 
SP: What types of solar design and engineering 
services do SEIE and SEIPS provide, and what 
types of clients do you serve? 
KH: We have a unique business model in that our 
team of solar professionals is primarily comprised 
of the deep pool of instructors from SEI’s technical 
training team. We leverage the expertise of this cadre 
of approximately 60 instructors to meet our cli-
ent’s needs for highly technical consulting services. 
We have six employees at the core of our business 
operations who oversee projects and administrative 

tasks and participate in day-to-day design and consulting pro-
cesses on various projects. Our engineering and professional 
services teams provide expert consulting services during every 
stage of the solar project development life cycle, from concept 
to commissioning through O&M services. Our consulting and 
design services include in-house licensed electrical, civil and 
structural engineers. As follow-up services, we offer QA [qual-
ity assurance] inspections during construction, performance 
testing and commissioning. We also offer ongoing evaluation 
services of existing systems and troubleshooting of any kind. 

We serve a wide spectrum of the solar industry, from resi-
dential installers to large developers who simply do not want 
to invest in an internal engineering department. The bulk of 
our engineering customers are developers of medium-size 
commercial and utility-scale PV systems. Our clients include 
utilities breaking into the solar marketplace, EPC firms that 
need to quickly outsource their engineering and develop-
ers who find it easier to use our expertise than to develop 
their capabilities internally. Some of our clients already have 
an engineering department within their ranks. They enjoy 
being able to use our services for QA design reviews or for 
full package designs rather than having to ramp staffing up 
and down to meet changing workloads. 

SP: What types of solar companies benefit most from 
outsourcing design and engineering services? 
KH: The types of solar companies that benefit most from our 
expertise are developers, financiers, EPCs and even smaller 
individual solar installers who need specific help making sure 
their systems are designed and installed correctly. The value 
of outsourcing is different depending on the needs of your 
business or the specific project on which you are working. If 

Cost controls  Many solar companies outsource engineering services as 
a way to limit liability, reduce insurance requirements and keep employee 
costs down.

http://www.seisolarpros.com
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you are a project financier, you may need a company that can 
perform system design reviews and act as an independent 
engineer who performs a broad range of due diligence tasks 
to make sure your investment meets expectations. If you are 
a developer who will hire an EPC firm to build the project, 
you may realize that taking the E out of EPC and bringing the 
engineering more under your control makes sense from both 
a quality control and a financial perspective. In some cases, 
our clients choose to have us develop the design 90% of the 
way with the developer, and then they finish the design with 
the installing contractor to accommodate its input. 

If you are a growing EPC firm, you may not have the 
resources or time to devote to developing an engineering 
staff. Or maybe you have an engineering staff but would pre-
fer to use outside engineers to complement their capabilities 
rather than increase your overhead. Outsourcing engineer-
ing services is also a way to avoid the cost of carrying profes-
sional liability insurance. 

SP: What should solar companies look for when selecting 
an engineering services provider? 
KH: Make sure the company carries professional liability 
coverage and ask if any claims are currently outstanding. If 

a company carries $1 million of aggregate liability coverage 
and has three claims open, the value of those systems could 
take up most of that $1 million. In that case, you might want 
to step back and look elsewhere. Engineering services pro-
viders need to carry the right level of insurance based on the 
volume of work that they do. There is also value to using a 
multidisciplinary engineering firm that can coordinate all 
aspects of a project design—electrical, civil, structural and 
environmental—as this results in a more efficient system 
and design process.

SP: How do you and your customers approach value- 
engineering activities? 
KH: Most of our plan reviews result in design changes to 
ensure safer and higher-quality installations. If we have an 
opportunity to perform an initial design review, we let our 
clients know if we see specific areas we think will benefit 
from a design change. At that point, the client can make a 
decision as to whether it wants to take the next step with our 
design team. So much depends on the type of client and the 
timing of the project. If it is an EPC who must deliver its proj-
ect very quickly, chances are it isn’t going to stall the process 
to make major design changes. On the other hand, we may 
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be able to identify a lot of minor changes that will help save 
money across the board. 

 
SP: Do you have any advice for solar companies that want 
to develop an in-house engineering department?
KH: Make design quality a top priority. This will save you 
money in the long term. The solar industry is growing at 
a rapid pace, which can make it challenging to maintain 
quality control. It makes sense to bring engineering ser-
vices in-house only if you can save money without sacrific-
ing quality. To add an in-house engineering team, you need 
to have not only bandwidth to manage this new depart-
ment but also an appetite for accepting additional liability. 

Danny Lee 

Senior Vice President, Engineering
Blue Oak Energy

Blue Oak Energy (blueoakenergy.com) started as a PV 
system design company and evolved to become a profes-
sional engineering firm to meet the needs of large com-
mercial, industrial and utility-scale projects. Based in 

Davis, California, the company currently has a team of 25 
engineers and designers with in-house civil, electrical and 
structural professional engineers licensed in 26 states. 
The company typically helps deliver 350 MW–400 MW per 
year across 50–70 distinct clients. 

SP: What types of solar engineering services does Blue 
Oak Energy provide in-house? 
DL: We provide a broad range of services to support clients 
from development through permitting, construction and 
start-up. 

At the development stage, we provide preliminary engi-
neering for site selection and optimization. We specialize in 
civil assessments to address land development challenges 
and project constructability. This naturally leads to engineer-
ing support for environmental impact assessments, discre-
tionary permits and other early-stage agency reviews. At the 
nondiscretionary permit stage, our engineering team deliv-
ers full permit packages. On the civil side, our team provides 
all site improvement plans, which may include hydrology 
studies, cut-and-fill plans, erosion and SWPP [storm-water 
pollution prevention] plans, and all the ancillary civil sheets, 
reports and exhibits. On the electrical side, we generate 

www.solmetric.com
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electrical site plans, wire and conduit schedules, construc-
tion details and all the supplementary studies. We also help 
our clients through the permitting process. At the construc-
tion stage, our team performs a variety of services includ-
ing submittal review, responding to requests for information 
and in some cases on-site verification. Finally, we support 
the client in completing as-built or record drawings.

We see that land development and civil engineering 
have tremendous bearing on project success and timelines. 
In fact, civil engineering for off-site improvements could 
be more involved than the scope of work within the fence. 
Similarly, medium-voltage feeder, collection system and 
interconnection design have equal weight in the overall 
engineering scope of work. Further, industrial and utility-
scale projects require coordination between a broad range 
of project stakeholders: developers, owners, construction 
managers, equipment vendors, plan checkers, the utility 
companies and other consultants. Blue Oak Energy is often 
contracted to be the engineer of record, the overarching firm 
that ties all the pieces together for the customer. 

SP: What kinds of companies come to Blue Oak Energy 
for solar engineering services? 
DL: Our client base includes developers, asset owners, equip-
ment manufacturers, public agencies, construction firms 
and even other engineering firms. The two main categories 
of solar companies we do work for are solar developers and 
solar construction firms. The developers may be pure-play 
developers or independent power producers. For this group, 
we mainly provide development support on any engineering 
scope they do not have in-house; this is by and large civil 
land development, civil engineering, single lines and energy 
modeling. Solar construction firms typically have some engi-
neering capabilities in-house but look to us for overflow or 
region-specific work. The construction firms typically have 
very specific requirements; they may have a preliminary 
design completed, all procurement worked out and detailed 
specifications down to drawing format. We provide them 

with site-specific engineering and calculations, as well as 
permitting and construction support. 

SP: In what ways does Blue Oak Energy add value for its 
solar company clients? 
DL: The value proposition for using a third-party provider is 
to stay lean on cash flow by paying for engineering only when 
you actually need it. Based on a couple recent conversations, 
the main reasons solar companies outsource engineering 
services to us is to smooth the peaks and valleys associ-
ated with getting a notice to proceed. It can take months, or 
even years, to officially kick off a project, whether the delay 
comes from getting a PPA inked or completing a utility-
mandated supplemental review. An idle engineering team 
on your payroll that’s not billable will simply burn through 
cash. By outsourcing, you pay based on the work product 
rather than based on head count, as measured in salary plus  
benefits. Solar companies can also break the scope of work 
into smaller parts. We are often released to generate 30% 
design packages or bid sets to help finalize construction 
costs. We put our pencils down while the developer or owner 
figures out its procurement and execution plan, at which 
point we get a secondary NTP [notice to proceed] to gener-
ate permit documents. 

SP: What advice do you have for solar companies that are 
weighing the pros and cons of offering engineering ser-
vices in-house? 
DL: In-house engineering capabilities are a good way for 
companies that primarily work on residential through 
medium-size commercial projects to coordinate the design 
work with sales, procurement, construction, and operations 
and maintenance. On projects of this scale, outsourcing the 
engineering can take more effort than simply doing the work 
in-house, especially if all the projects are within the same 
state or region. A lead engineer and several designers can 
support a good volume of work. The same team can support 
sales and do the detailed design. 
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Permit assistance  Where 
PE-certified plan sets are not 
required, permit packages 
from solar design service 
providers can be a cost-
effective way to expedite the 
permit process or free up in-
house resources to perform 
other tasks.

In-House Engineering vs. Outsourcing
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Ryan Mayfield 

Principal and Founder
Mayfield Renewables

Mayfield Renewables (mayfield.energy) is a small design 
firm based in Corvalis, Oregon, with five full-time and three 
part-time staff. Founded in 2007 as Renewable Energy 
Associates, the company offers design services for PV sys-
tems ranging in scale from residential to large commercial 
and small utility applications. The majority of its projects 
are located in the Western half of the US, primarily on the 
West Coast and in Hawaii. In 2017, the company worked on 
more than 200 residential and 150 commercial PV systems. 

SP: What types of professional services does Mayfield 
Renewables provide, and who are your typical customers? 
RM: Our firm offers services that include project feasibility 
studies, utility interconnection applications, preliminary 
system design, and complete plan sets for permitting and 
construction. For large projects that require it, we manage 
requests for information and construction administration 
tasks, such as verifying and approving system components. 

We also offer consulting services for manufacturers that 
need technical assistance when bringing new products to 
market or supporting their customers. On the design side, 
we work closely with engineering firms that are able to over-
see our work and perform their own designs as required to 
provide clients with engineered stamped drawings. 

Traditional solar companies make up a majority of 
our client base. Over the last 2 or 3 years, we have seen an 
increase in the number of electrical contractors approach-
ing us for PV system design assistance. These companies 
have extensive knowledge in the electrical contracting 
world but sometimes no solar experience at all. For these 
clients, our knowledge and expertise in PV can help 
them avoid mistakes and problems that they would not 
have foreseen. In these cases, a fair amount of education  
goes into the first few deliverables until they get the hang 
of the process. 

SP: Based on your interactions with solar company cli-
ents, what are the benefits of outsourcing design or engi-
neering services? 
RM: Many of our clients are contractors who don’t have 
the time or resources to build an in-house team to create 
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drawing packages. This type of customer often has a rela-
tively small staff and is focused on installations. By having 
our team help them with the drawing sets, these contrac-
tors can focus on the other aspects of making their company 
successful, such as sales and installation. We have worked 
with a lot of different jurisdictions, and the knowledge we 
have gained in the process helps these companies stream-
line their permit approval process. 

We also work with many companies, including estab-
lished solar contractors, that have the ability to generate 
designs and drawing packages in-house but need help man-
aging an overwhelming workload. Some of these companies 
hire us to manage short-term overflows. A few companies use 
us to provide design services on an ongoing basis, because 
the process works so well for them. The ability to regularly 
hand off projects helps maintain throughput quality by keep-
ing their internal teams from getting overloaded. Companies 
that establish long-term relationships with us tend to derive 
the most value, as the first job or two require extra work from 
both parties to smooth out processes.

SP: What kind of work best suits a PV design company as 
opposed to an engineering services provider?

RM: Residential projects generally do not need an engineer-
ing stamp. But some jurisdictions have very prescriptive 
permit plan set requirements. PV design companies spe-
cialize in providing residential permit packages that meet 
these types of AHJ requirements. A lot of clients work with 
us because of our direct experience and expertise in the PV 
field. Engineering firms have even hired us because they 
recognized their need for specialized help with PV system 
design and specification. We also have established relation-
ships with engineering firms across multiple disciplines that 
can directly oversee our work and create their own engi-
neered designs and documents as required by individual 
AHJs. This relationship can work well for PV contractors 
who do not want to manage multiple providers to procure 
fully engineered deliverables.

SP: Does Mayfield Renewables help customers with 
design optimization activities? 
RM: Yes, we do. If customers engage us during the initial  
project kickoff, we can help them optimize designs by mak-
ing equipment or layout recommendations. The company’s 
internal construction practices have a lot to do with this  
process. For example, does the company have a prescribed 

In-House Engineering vs. Outsourcing
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maximum voltage drop percentage? Is that number differ-
ent on the dc and ac side of the inverter? Does the company 
have a maximum conductor size it will use before moving to 
parallel sets of conductors? Knowing these different criteria 
and correctly applying them helps save time and resources 
across the whole project. 

As the design progresses, we often see a way that the 
contractor may be able to save field time. We then relay 
that information to the project managers to see if that 
solution makes sense for the installation crew. Value engi-
neering can look great on paper, but if it is impractical in  
the field or creates more problems than it solves, it isn’t 
worth it. That’s why we include the project managers in 
these decisions.

Fortunat Mueller

Co-Founder and Managing Partner
ReVision Energy

ReVision Energy (revisionenergy.com) is a full-service 
solar company serving both residential and commercial 
customers in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts. 
The company has designed and installed more than 7,000 
solar energy systems over the past 10 years. Its in-house 
engineering team includes four licensed professional engi-
neers, supported by four system designers. 

SP: Has ReVision Energy always offered in-house engi-
neering services or did you develop these capabilities 
over time? 
FM: We have always performed most engineering services 
in-house. As our business grew, we started using outside 
engineering services for most of the structural engineer-
ing work. We also outsource land surveying and civil 
engineering work for large commercial projects where 
those services are required. But we still do all the over-
all design, system modeling, drafting and electrical engi-
neering work in-house. All of our commercial projects 
require a PE-stamped electrical one-line diagram for utility  
interconnection. In addition, roughly 50% of our total proj-
ects, both residential and commercial, require a structural 
PE to sign off when the solar system is mounted on an 
existing structure. 

SP: Does having in-house engineering staff provide your 
company with a competitive advantage in the market?
FM: Our strongest value proposition is to be able to offer 
robust cost-effective systems through the design-build 
model. Having an integrated engineering and estimating 
team has allowed us to design these systems while providing 
the best value to our clients. Having design and engineering 

staff is a critical part of serving our customers effectively. It 
allows us to have our design team work tightly with the proj-
ect development and sales team to iterate rapidly to identify 
the projects that best meet the needs of our clients. This is 
particularly important in the small commercial and indus-
trial market, where project development budgets won’t 
support an inefficient or cumbersome process. Project opti-
mization is a highly project-specific exercise and requires 
not only a solid understanding of the client’s specific goals, 
but also an understanding of utility tariffs, incentive pro-
grams and net metering rules, as well as local permit-
ting issues. We find that our in-house engineering team is 
uniquely equipped to solve this multidimensional optimiza-
tion question on behalf of our customers.

SP: Does strategic outsourcing benefit your business in 
any way? 
FM: Structural reviews are sometimes required to add roof-
top solar to existing buildings. We have found that our out-
side structural engineering partners perform this review 
quickly and cost-effectively across our whole geographic 
territory, in a way that we’d struggle to do in-house. Hiring 
out the structural engineering scope is a pretty straight-
forward delineation of responsibility and has proven effec-
tive for us to date. When developing large ground-mounted 
projects or those projects involving brownfield sites, some 
civil or environmental engineering scope often falls out-
side our core in-house competency. We typically work with 
outside engineering partners in those cases. This work can 
include survey work, storm-water runoff plans, road build-
ing and erosion control, as well as other specific require-
ments related to local, state and environmental permitting. 
We are lucky to have an excellent collaborative relationship 
with many engineering firms in our area. We often find that 
partnering with a firm that has an existing relationship with 
the client or knowledge of a site can be an efficient and cost-
effective way to work.

SP: Do you hold engineering licenses in more than one 
state? What criteria do you consider when deciding 
whether to add another state license? 
FM: We carry in-house licenses for both engineering and 
installation in our core geographic service territories. 
Adding a license for a new state can be a bit tedious but is 
not all that expensive. If we’re planning to do a significant 
volume of work in a new territory, it usually makes sense to 
go through the effort to get a license through reciprocity or 
comity. However, when we take on work that falls outside 
our core service territory, we typically rely on a third party 
for that licensure. In those cases, we still try to maintain a 
significant portion of the design process to capture the ben-
efits of doing this work in-house. But we partner with a third 

http://www.revisionenergy.com
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party to review the work thoroughly and provide the needed 
certifications for the particular jurisdiction.

Josh Weiner

CEO
SepiSolar

SepiSolar (sepisolar.com) is a turnkey system design and 
engineering firm, based in Fremont, California, that spe-
cializes in solar PV, energy storage and microgrids. As of 
January 2018, SepiSolar has designed more than 3,500 
residential projects, 1,000 commercial projects and 200 
energy storage projects. The company employs licensed 
civil, structural and electrical engineering professionals 
and is able to stamp projects in 49 states. 

SP: Who are your typical customers, and what types of 
professional services does SepiSolar provide? 
JW: We serve three major customer groups: small- to 
medium-size independent developers and EPC firms, solar 
EPCs or developers, and nonsolar developers. The first group 
consists primarily of companies with core competencies that 

lie somewhere outside solar design. 
They may have a compelling financ-
ing structure, sales skills or installation 
expertise but a knowledge gap on the 
design or engineering side of the busi-
ness. SepiSolar fills that gap. The second 
group includes medium- to large-size 
companies, vertically integrated or not, 
with solar expertise. These companies 
are looking for an engineering-as-a-
service provider that can support peak 
demand periods and accommodate 
the busier seasons. SepiSolar provides 
a quick, adaptable and flexible service 
that these companies can turn on or off 
without sacrificing quality or expending 
management resources. The third group 
includes architects, general contractors, 
governments or public entities, and 
financiers or owners who do not know 
much about solar at all. For instance, 
SepiSolar is working with the lead archi-
tect on the Smithsonian Institute’s Air 
and Space Museum, which is a multi- 
decade project with incredible complex-
ity in building design, LEED certification 
and net-zero requirements. The name of 
the game here is to manage complexity 
on behalf of our customer to make the 

solar integration process as simple as possible.

SP: What is the value proposition of outsourcing design 
and engineering services to a third-party provider? 
JW: The value proposition is gaining a vantage point that 
the customer wouldn’t otherwise have to navigate, maneu-
ver and dodge the various technical obstacles that some-
times prevent the development of a particular solar project 
from moving forward. These requirements and many oth-
ers vary and are often technical in nature, and they fre-
quently cause added costs and delayed project timelines. 
Whether it’s a 1 kW or a 1 MW project, there are so many 
requirements that come into play. Our job is to master 
these requirements and leverage that experience for the 
benefit of our customers. 

SP: Do any of your customers try to transition away from 
outsourcing their engineering needs and develop in-house 
engineering capabilities?
JW: Some customers have asked us if we can assist with the 
first project or two until they can get up to speed and can 
bring design and engineering in-house. This is completely 
fine by us because one of three things tend to happen. One, 

Application-specific outsourcing  While ReVision Energy maintains a dedicated 
engineering and design team to support its installations in Maine, New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts, the company will outsource land surveying and civil engineer-
ing work for large ground-mount projects.
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customers occasionally learn what they need to from us and 
go on to become industry leaders, in which case we take pride 
in helping them grow from zero to hero. Two, more frequently, 
customers fall in love with our quality of service and work us 
into their business model. Three, the customer never quite 
develops all the capabilities that we have, in which case it 
may take over a portion of the work but continue to use us to 
perform other portions of the work or provide design review 
services to ensure quality control. 

Jordan Weisman 

Project Manager and Owner
Sunbridge Solar

Founded in 2010, Sunbridge Solar (sunbridgesolar.com) 
serves the Portland, Oregon, metro area market, as well 
as Vancouver, Washington. The company has 10 employ-
ees. Its project portfolio is roughly 70% residential and 
30% commercial. 

SP: How does Sunbridge Solar meet its design and engi-
neering needs? 
JW: We perform basic technical drafting and electrical design 
activities in-house. These capabilities are sufficient for any resi-
dential or commercial PV projects in Oregon or Washington 
that conform to the checklist for prescriptive PV installations. 
These jurisdictions have policies in place that expedite permit-
ting for standard projects, meaning conventional light-frame 
construction with appropriately spaced rafters or trusses. 
Projects that fall outside these criteria are nonprescriptive 
installations that require stamped engineering plans. About 
30% of our projects are nonprescriptive and require PE-certified 
plan sets. Commercial projects in Oregon also require that an 
electrical engineer stamp the electrical drawings. Since it is 
prohibitively expensive for a small company like ours to have an 

engineer on staff, we outsource our engineering requirements 
to a number of firms. But roughly 70% of the time, we are able 
to permit projects in-house. 

SP: To what extent does Sunbridge Solar use technology—
such as module-level power electronics or solar design 
software—to reduce its reliance on design staff or profes-
sional engineers?
JW: Very little. Module-level power electronics is more of a 
selling point for customers than a means of reducing reliance 
on technical staff. We do utilize solar design software but 
mainly for generating proposals and production estimates. 

SP: Does your company ever work with solar design ser-
vice providers? 
JW: Yes, we utilize solar design service providers for larger 
commercial projects. As our business transitions from resi-
dential to commercial projects, it is helpful to rely on an 
experienced team of designers to support and collaborate 
with us. These design service providers are able to conduct 
on-site visits, draft building and electrical plan sets, advise 
on the technicalities of interconnection and work with their 
selected engineer to deliver a final permit. Although this can 
be costly, it can also greatly reduce the project management 
time needed to get a commercial project off the ground. For 
a small business, this time savings can have a huge value. In 
effect, we are able to install larger projects while minimizing 
overhead, which has been vital to the growth and success 
of our business. I think our company would need to employ 
roughly 50 people before it would make sense to hire an  
in-house engineer. 

David Brearley / SolarPro  / Ashland, OR /  

    david.brearley@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com 

g C O N T A C T

Solar specialists  Design and engineering service providers that specialize in PV applications can generate product- and 
application-specific plan sets with enough detail to help installers save time and avoid common mistakes in the field. 
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By SolarPro

T he rooftop solar racking and mounting product class 
has seen an influx of new entrants, products and  
design advancements in recent years.  All PV mod-

ules require mounting systems. Today, solar engineers and 
designers have access to a wide range of highly-engineered 
racking and mounting systems for applications on pitched 
and low-slope roofs.

Keeping pace with the changing array of rooftop PV 
racking and mounting vendors, as well as new equipment 
launches and redesigns, can be a challenge. This directory 

presents solar racking and mounting vendors, product lines 
and contact information for 38 manufacturers of racking 
and mounting systems for US installations. SolarPro has 
developed it to help solar professionals efficiently research 
racking and mounting vendor and equipment options for 
upcoming PV projects.

Solar Rooftop Racking and Mounting

D I R E C T O R Y

SolarPro / Ashland, OR / solarprofessional.com 

g C O N T A C T
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Solar Rooftop Racking and Mounting Directory
Vendor Product Line Type Website Phone

Advanced Racking Blockmount 2 low-slope roof, ballasted advancedracking.com 540.491.4091 

Skyrack pitched roof

Vicerack 2 low-slope metal roof

BridgeRail low-slope metal roof, railless

Aerocompact Aerocompact S low-slope roof, ballasted aerocompact.com/us 800.578.0474

Aerocompact+ low-slope roof, ballasted, dual tilt 

Aerocompact TS pitched trapezoidal metal roof, railless

Aerocompact T1 pitched standing-seam metal roof, railless

DCE Solar Eco-Top HD low-slope roof dcesolar.com 704.659.7474

Eco-Top-MR low-slope metal roof

Eco-Top-DS low-slope roof

DynoRaxx   Evolution FR low-slope roof, ballasted, railless dynoraxx.com 866.620.2410

Evolution PR pitched roof, railless

Ecofasten Solar (various) mount flashings, brackets and clamps ecofastensolar.com 877.859.3947

Ecolibrium Solar EcoFoot5D low-slope roof, ballasted, railless ecolibriumsolar.com 740.249.1877

EcoFoot2+ low-slope roof, ballasted, railless

Eco-X pitched roof, railless

EJOT (various) mount flashings, brackets and clamps ejot-usa.com 262.612.3550

Everest Solar Systems D-Dome Railless System low-slope roof, dual tilt everest-solarsystems.com 760.301.5300

Crossrail low-slope and pitched roof

GameChange Solar Grid-Lite Roof System low-slope roof gamechangesolar.com 212.388.5160

Standing Seam Roof low-slope and pitched metal roofs

IronRidge Flush Mount pitched roof ironridge.com 800.227.9523

Tilt Mount low-slope roof

KB Racking AeroRack 2.0 low-slope roof, ballasted kbracking.com 888.661.3204

AnchorRack low-slope roof

EkonoRack 2.0 low-slope roof, ballasted

BarnRack pitched corrugated metal roof

SeamRack pitched standing-seam metal roof

Mounting Systems Alpha+ pitched roof mounting-systems.us 855.731.9996

Tau+ pitched trapezoidal metal roof

Element pitched roof

Opsun Systems SunRail Bifacial low-slope roof opsun.com 581.981.9996

SunRail Universal low-slope roof

SunRail Budget low-slope roof

http://www.advancedracking.com
http://www.aerocompact.com/us
http://www.dcesolar.com
http://www.dynoraxx.com
http://www.ecofastensolar.com
http://www.ecolibriumsolar.com
http://www.ejot-usa.com
http://www.everest-solarsystems.com
http://www.gamechangesolar.com
http://www.ironridge.com
http://www.kbracking.com
http://www.mounting-systems.us
http://www.opsun.com
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Rooftop Racking and Mounting

Vendor Product Line Type Website Phone

Opsun Systems (cont.) SunRail UltraLite pitched roof opsun.com 581.981.9996

SunRail Lite pitched roof

Orion Solar Racking  Orion’s Belt low-slope roof orionsolarracking.com 310.409.4616

Venus pitched roof

PanelClaw Polar Bear III low-slope roof, ballasted panelclaw.com 978.688.4900

Patriot Solar Group  Aurora low-slope roof patriotsolargroup.com 517.629.9292

Atlantis low-slope roof, ballasted

PMC Industries AceClamp pitched standing-seam roof, railless pmcind.com 860.351.0686

(various) metal roof brackets and clamps

Polar Racking  PRR pitched roof polarracking.com 844.860.6722

PR2 low-slope roof, ballasted

PRG low-slope roof, ballasted

Professional Solar Products RoofTrac pitched roof prosolar.com 805.486.4700

SolarWedge low-slope roof

Preformed Line Products   Power Max low-slope roof, ballasted preformed.com 800.260.3792

Power Rail pitched roof

Power Disk pitched roof, railless

Ballasted Power Rail low-slope roof, ballasted

PV Racking PV Stealth pitched roof pvracking.com 855.787.2257

Quest Renewables QuadPod elevated canopy questrenewables.com 404.536.5787

Quick Mount PV Qrail pitched roof quickmountpv.com 925.478.8269

Quick Rack pitched roof, railless

(various) mount flashings, brackets and clamps

RBI Solar RS-TL low-slope roof rbisolar.com 513.242.2051 

RS-VS pitched roof

RS-MS pitched trapezoidal metal roof

Roof Tech Gen II pitched roof, railless roof-tech.us 619.551.7029

RT-E Mount pitched roof, railless

E Mount Air pitched roof, railless

S-5! S-5-PV Direct low-slope and pitched roof, railless s-5.com 888.825.3432

(various) metal roof brackets and clamps

Schletter  Fix-EZ low-slope roof, ballasted schletter.us 888.608.0234

Fix Grid low-slope roof, ballasted

Windsafe low-slope roof, ballasted

Solar Rooftop Racking and Mounting Directory

http://www.opsun.com
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http://www.s-5.com
http://www.schletter.us
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Vendor Product Line Type Website Phone

Schletter (cont.) Fix Z low-slope roof schletter.us 888.608.0234

Flushmount pitched roof

S:FLEX LEICHTmount low-slope roof sflex.com 303.522.3974

LEICHTmount 2.0 low-slope roof, ballasted

LEICHTmount 2.0 EW low-slope roof, ballasted, dual tilt

12-Kit pitched roof

Flat Direct pitched roof, ballasted

SnapNrack Series 100 pitched roof snapnrack.com 877.732.2860

RL pitched roof

Ultra Rail pitched roof

SnoJax Roof Clamp standing-seam metal clamps snojax.com 800.766.5291

SolarRoofHook (various) mount flashings, brackets and clamps solarroofhook.com 844.671.6045

Solar Speedrack HRS160 pitched roof solarspeedrack.com 888.390.3712

Speed Mount pitched roof

Sollega  FastRack FR510 low-slope roof, railless sollega.com 415.648.1299

SunLink   Precision RMS low-slope roof sunlink.com 415.925.9650

Precision-Modular RMS low-slope roof, ballasted

SunModo EZ Pitched Roof pitched roof sunmodo.com 360.844.0048

SunBeam low-slope roof

EZ Tilt Up low-slope roof

(various) mount flashings, brackets and clamps

SunPower Helix Roof low-slope roof us.sunpower.com 800.786.7693

InvisiMount pitched roof

Unirac RMDT low-slope roof, ballasted, dual tilt unirac.com 505.242.6411

RM5 low-slope roof, ballasted

RM10 low-slope roof, ballasted

Solarmount (SM) pitched roof

Sunframe (SF) pitched roof

Sunframe Microrail (SFM) pitched roof

Zilla Phantom XL-Low-Pro pitched roof, railless zillarac.com 720.880.6700 

Phantom XL pitched roof, railless

Rail Systems pitched roof

Notes:
Ballasted systems typically allow for supplemental penetrating attachments.
Dual-tilt designs are also referred to as east-west. 
Metal roof systems typically attach to metal roofing only.

Solar Rooftop Racking and Mounting Directory
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Headquartered in Salinas, 
D’Arrigo California is a pre-

mier grower, packer and shipper 
of quality fruits and vegetables. 
In April 2018, CalCom Solar com-
missioned the 1.1 MW D’Arrigo 
California Ranch 7 Phase 3 proj-
ect, which increased the D’Arrigo’s 
privately owned PV assets to 
3.3 MW. The D’Arrigo California 
Ranch 7 Phase 3 installation pre-
sented unique challenges based on the 
existing operations and infrastructure.  
As opposed to aligning based on cardi-
nal directions (north, south, east and 
west), Phase 3 aligned based on an old 
ranch map that showed a road running 
northeast to southeast. To avoid impos-
ing major infrastructure redesigns, 
CalCom Solar utilized the flexibility of 

the NEXTracker system to minimize 
project impact and align with the exist-
ing road and field edge.

With a moderate 1.8% slope, the 
project did not present the challenge 
of a steep site; nonetheless, the con-
struction crews excelled at maintain-
ing a uniform slope within the array to 
eliminate any potential shading from 
one row to the next.  Using a dual-slope 

Overview
DESIGNER: Tim McDuffie, PE,  

director of engineering, CalCom Solar, 

calcomsolar.com

LEAD INSTALLER: Brad Styer, project 

manager, CalCom Solar

DATE COMMISSIONED: April 2018

INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 42 days

LOCATION: Gonzales, CA, 36.5°N

SOLAR RESOURCE: 6.811 kWh/m2/day

ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES: 

77°F 2% average high, 30.2°F extreme 

minimum

ARRAY CAPACITY: 1,116 kWdc 

ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 1,812 MWh

CalCom Solar
D’Arrigo California Ranch 7
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laser, they calculated the north-south 
slope, as well as the east-west slope, and 
made a digital plane to drive the tops of 
piles to. Given the team’s experience in 
dealing with slopes on past projects, it is 
no surprise that the project turned out 
as well as it did.

NEXTracker’s design allows for 
greater flexibility compared with a 
central tracker system, enabling the 
crew to optimize system production by 
building the array on a 40° angle while 
keeping the 180° south azimuth. As this 
40° angle presented a greater intrarow 
exposure than typical designs, CalCom 
worked with its structural engineering 
partner, Caruso Turley Scott, to size a 
foundation that would accommodate 
the increased exposure.

The Huawei inverters CalCom 
selected for the project communicate 
using power line communication (PLC) 
and reduce overall BOM cost by removing 
DAS wiring. On the interconnection side, 
current utility requirements for managing 
inverter islanding challenged the project. 
Utility engineers were concerned that the 
UL 1741–certified inverters on-site could 
potentially interact with existing Type 
III wind turbines on the same distribu-
tion substation. To address this issue, the 
initial ruling from the utility required the 
crew to install direct transfer trip (DTT) 

at the substation to provide anti-islanding 
protection. To prevent undue loss of 
customer production credits, CalCom 
engineers collaborated with utility engi-
neering managers to use the D’Arrigo 
Ranch 7 site as an opportunity to further 
understand islanding. 

This ruling led CalCom to engage 
a third-party distribution engineer that 
conducted a substation specific study 
using Power Systems Computer Aided 
Design (PSCAD) and Electromagnetic 
Transients with DC (EMTDC) analysis 
programs to determine whether the 
potential for islanding existed. The util-
ity provided the scope and details of the 
study along with local distribution system 
CYME database information. The results 
demonstrated to the utility’s satisfaction 
that the risk of islanding in this circum-
stance was negligible, and it removed the 
DTT requirement.

“The utility granted a conditional permis-

sion to operate for the D’Arrigo California 

Ranch 7 Phase 3 project, and they permit-

ted a portion of the project to go online 18 

months ahead of schedule. This collabora-

tive effort allowed the customer an addi-

tional 657,000 kWh of generation, which in 

turn will save the customer approximately 

$88,695 over the course of 18 months.”

—Tim McDuffie, PE, CalCom Solar 

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 3,600 Boviet 

BVM6612P-310, 310 W STC,  

+1.6/-0%, 8.22 Imp, 37.7 Vmp, 9.08 

Isc, 45.8 Voc 

INVERTERS: 3-phase 277/480 Vac 

service, 30 Huawei SUN2000-30KTL-

US, 30 kW–rated output, 1,000 Vdc 

maximum input, 500 Vdc–850 Vdc 

MPPT range 

ARRAY: 20 modules per source circuit 

(6,200 W, 8.22 Imp, 754 Vmp, 9.08 Isc, 

916 Voc), 6 source circuits per inverter 

(37.2 kW, 49.3 Imp, 754 Vmp, 54.5 Isc, 

916 Voc), 900 kWac array total 

ARRAY INSTALLATION: Tracked 

ground mount, NEXTracker 120 SPT 

2.1.1 independent-row self-powered 

trackers, 180° azimuth, 120° range of 

rotation

SYSTEM MONITORING: AlsoEnergy 

performance and portfolio monitoring

Do you have a recent PV  
or solar heating project  
we should consider for  
publication in SolarPro?

Email details and photos to: 

projects@solarprofessional.com
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™

I t  Just Cl icks.
Install roo� op solar faster and easier than ever with Quick Mount PV’s 

new QRail Series featuring QClick and QSplice technologies. QRail 
works seamlessly with Quick Mount PV’s industry-leading waterproof 

mounts for a cost-e� ective, single-source racking system.

QRail module clamps with patented 
QClick™ Technology simply snap into place.

 
QSplice™ tool-free bonded splice installs in seconds.

R E S P E C T  T H E  R O O F
quickmountpv.com | 925.478.8269

http://www.quickmountpv.com
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